
 

LESSON PLAN: “WHO WANNA BATTLE? VERBAL WAR IN FORMS” 

*ADOPTED FROM THE YOUNG CHICAGO AUTHORS’ CURRICULUM FOR SPLIT THIS ROCK YOUTH PROGRAMS. 

OBJECTIVE:  To have students write a battle rhyme in couplets and haikus.  

KEY TERMS: Couplet – A pair of lines with rhyming end words. 
Haiku - A three-line poem in any language, with five syllables in the first and 
last lines and seven syllables in the second. 

STANDARDS:  Virginia 

9.1, 9.3 – 12.3 F, 9.4 A, C-M, 9.6 – 10.6 
A E, 9.6 B, D, E, H, 10.6 C, F, 11.6 – 
12.6 A 

Common Core 

Reading 

Grades 6-8: 2, 4, 6 
Grades 9-12: 2, 4 

Writing 

Grades 6-8: 3.b-d, 4, 5 
Grades 9-12: 3.a-d, 4, 5 

Speaking and Listening 

Grades 6-8: 1.b-d  
Grades 9-12: 1.c-d 

Language Standards 

Grades 6-8: 3, 5 
Grades 9-12: 3, 5 

  



 

INTRODUCTION: Ask students what a battle rhyme is. When in the history of hip-hop has it 
been used?  

Stress that hip-hop started out as an antidote to violence, in the tradition of the 
trickster; the jester making fun of the king. The weapon of words is the 
performance of violence, not violence itself. 

Read and break down the piece by Bao Phi and Doug Kearney. Ask students 
how they feel about the piece. 

STEP ONE: Have students make a list of things that they do not like: days of the week, 
abstract concepts, foods, subjects in school, famous people, politicians, etc. 
They cannot name someone in the school or the room. 

STEP TWO: Have students select the form they will battle rhyme in: haiku or couplet. 

STEP THREE: Have them select someone or something from their list that they will battle. 
Have students write at least five haikus or couplets. Write for 10-15 minutes 
and then read around. 

  



 

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS 

“Hip-Hop Haiku” by Bao Phi and Douglas Kearney 
 
DK: I’m unkillable 
Spill 17 skillables 
Get these genitals. 
 
BP: It’s unthinkable 
for my style to run dry 
cuz it’s refillable 
 
DK: Bend a fool swan-like 
Origami cats just fold 
I’m cold as Klondike 
 
BP: Act bold and I’ll light 
you up like a pipe and set 
your a** to swan dive 
 
DK: Got rhymes? You pawned mine 
in hard times like heirlooms. I 
housed you like spare rooms. 
 
BP: I choke mics like Spre- 
well on coaches/my hocus 
pocus pops focus 
 
DK: We swarm like locusts 
Plague you with loads of toads just 
like Magnolia 
 
BP: Phobias broken 
You like a nicotine patch 
The mic stops smoking 
 
DK: You’re deep throatin’ like 
giraffes, uncanny, have 
a carafe of whoop a** 
 
BP: While me and D mic 
pass/rock tight like tube tops and 

      tricolored tube socks 


